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Abstract
We investigate the Picard group of a structural matrix (or incidence) algebra A of a finite
preordered set P over a field and we consider five interrelated problems. Our main technique
involves establishing a connection between the group of outer automorphisms Out.A/ of A
and the group of outer automorphisms of the basic algebra QA which is an incidence algebra
of the associated partially ordered set QP of P. We discuss necessary and sufficient conditions
for Out.A/ to be a natural invariant for the Morita equivalence class of A, and necessary and
sufficient conditions for Mn.K/ to be strongly graded by a group G and coefficient ring A
containing n primitive, orthogonal idempotents. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let K be a field, let P be a finite preordered set with vertex set V D V .P/ and
relation set .P /, and let A D I .P / denote the incidence algebra or structural mat-
rix algebra for the preordered set P over the field K. Specifically, A is a subring
of the jV j  jV j matrix ring with the property that a 2 A () ai;j D 0 whenever
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.i; j/ =2 .P /. The Picard group of A, denoted Pic.A/, is the set of bimodule iso-
morphism classes of invertible A-bimodules where multiplication is given by the
tensor product. In this paper, we investigate Pic.A/ and solve five problems which
we discuss below.
Although the paper of Coelho [8] is the original impetus for this paper, the his-
tory of this topic can be traced to the Skolem–Noether theorem, which states that
every K-automorphism of a central simple K-algebra is inner. For example, every
automorphism of Mn.R/ is inner if R is a field. Rosenberg and Zelinsky [22] stud-
ied automorphisms of more general algebras and were particularly interested in
when the automorphisms were inner. Isaacs [14] discusses the results of Rosenberg
and Zelinsky from a linear algebra perspective. Finally, automorphisms of subrings
of Mn.R/ (R any ring) have been studied by numerous authors; for example, see
[4,6–8,16,18,23–25]. Most recently, Coelho has completely determined the structure
of the group of K-automorphisms (those that fix K elementwise) of an incidence
algebra A over a field K, AutK.A/:
From our perspective, Aut.A/, or more accurately, Aut.A/=Inn.A/ is a subgroup
of Pic.A/. In this sense, the study of Pic.A/ is a natural generalization of the above
mentioned work. To see this, let  2 Aut.A/. We form the A-bimoduleA as follows:
A D A as left modules, and the right module structure is given by x  r D x.r/ for
all x 2 A and r 2 A. It is easy to see that A is an invertible A-bimodule with
inverseA−1 so that TAU 2 Pic.A/. Consequently, we have a group homomorphism
Aut.A/! Pic.A/ via  7! TAU. The kernel of this map is Inn.A/, the set of inner
automorphisms of A, and so Aut.A/=Inn.A/ can be viewed as a subgroup of Pic.A/.
As Coelho did for AutK.A/, our goal is to determine the structure of Pic.A/ when A
is an incidence algebra over a field K.
Coelho’s description of AutK.A/ extends earlier partial results of [23,25], and
others. For our investigation of Pic.A/, we need to know the structure of the complete
automorphism group Aut.A/, as well as the group of outer automorphisms Out.A/ D
Aut.A/=Inn.A/, and so our first problem is:
Problem A. Determine the structure of Aut.A/ as a semi-direct product of certain
subgroups.
Our description of Aut.A/ is given in Theorem 2.11 in which we use Coelho’s de-
scription of AutK.A/ as a semidirect product of three subgroups to describe Aut.A/
as a semidirect product of four subgroups.
Our second concern is the connection between the preordered set P and the as-
sociated partially ordered set QP which we construct as follows. We say that two
vertices x; y of P are equivalent if .x; y/; .y; x/ 2 .P /. This defines an equivalence
relation on P. If we choose representatives from each equivalence class and call the
resulting set QV , then the inherited ordering of QV from P results in a partially ordered
set which we denote by QP . If QA D I . QP /, then QA is Morita equivalent to A and so
Pic.A/ and Pic. QA/ are isomorphic. (In fact, we can choose a basic idempotent e
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of A so that QA D eAe.) We define A V Out.A/! Pic.A/ via Inn.A/ 7! TA U and
it is well known that A is a group monomorphism (see for example [9]). While
A.Out.A// can be a proper subgroup of Pic.A/,  QA.Out. QA// D Pic. QA/ since QA is
basic [19]. Consequently, we are interested in the following problem:
Problem B. Determine the connection between Out.A/ and Out. QA/.
In Theorem 3.12, we show that there is a monomorphism from Out.A/ to Out. QA/
which takes an automorphism of A and essentially restricts it to an automorphism of
QA D eAe. Moreover, this monomorphism is surjective if every automorphism of QP
“lifts” to an automorphism of P. Other authors [1] have considered variations on this
idea.
A natural investigation that often arises in the study of Pic.A/ is to determine
when Out.A/ is a Morita invariant. Specifically, if A0 is another incidence ring
A0 D I .P 0;K/ such that A and A0 are Morita equivalent via the functors −⊗ P V
MOD− A! MOD− A0 and −⊗Q V MOD− A0 ! MOD− A, then Pic.A/ and
Pic.A0/ are isomorphic via Q⊗−⊗ P V Pic.A/! Pic.A0/. However,Q⊗−⊗ P
need not restrict to a group isomorphism between A.Out.A// and A0.Out.A0//.
For example, if V .P/ D f1; 2; 3g and .P / D f.1; 1/; .2; 2/; .3; 3/; .1; 2/; .2; 1/g,
then, using Theorem 2.11, the reader can check that Out.A/ D 1. On the other hand,
V . QP / D f1; 3g and . QP / D f.1; 1/; .3; 3/g so, by another application of Theorem
2.11, it follows that Out. QA/ D Z2, a cyclic group of order 2. Since A and QA are Morita
equivalent, we see that Out.A/ and Out. QA/ need not be isomorphic. When .Q⊗
−⊗ P/jOut.A/ is a group isomorphism between A.Out.A// and A0.Out.A0//, then
we say Out.A/ is naturally isomorphic to Out.A0/ (relative to .Q⊗−⊗ P/jOut.A/).
If Out.A/ is naturally isomorphic to Out.A0/ for all incidence algebras A0 Morita
equivalent to A, then we say that Out.A/ is a natural invariant for the equivalence
class of A. As a result, we investigate:
Problem C. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions so that
Out.A/ is a natural invariant for the Morita equivalence class of A.
Our solution, which is presented in Theorem 4.2, is that Out.A/ is a natural
invariant if and only if Aut. QP/ is trivial.
It is interesting to note that when Aut. QP / is trivial, A is an isomorphism and so
Out.A/ D Pic.A/. When A is an isomorphism, we say, following [7,17], that A has
the Aut-Pic property. For example, as we mentioned above, if A is basic semiperfect,
then A has the Aut-Pic property (see [12,17] or [19]). In solving Problem C, we
also characterize those incidence algebras A that have the Aut-Pic property; see
Lemma 4.1.
Our work on Problems A and B gives us a nice way of describing the structure of
each element of Pic.A/. When A is not basic, A need not have the Aut-Pic property
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and so A need not be an isomorphism. This means there can be elements in Pic.A/
that are not isomorphic to A-bimodules of the form A for any  2 Aut.A/. On the
other hand, Pic.A/ D Out. QA/ so every element of Pic.A/ is determined by some
 2 Aut. QA/. This leads us to investigate:
Problem D. Determine a structure of each element TXU 2 Pic.A/ in terms of auto-
morphisms of A and automorphisms of the associated poset of P.
We give a construction of an invertible A-bimodule A for each Inn. QA/ 2
Out. QA/ and we show that every element of Pic.A/ is isomorphic to a unique A .
See Theorem 5.7. Moreover, this construction generalizes the constructionA in the
sense that if  is a lifting of  , then A D A as A-bimodules. See Lemma 5.5.
The final problem under investigation stems from graded ring theory. Recall that
if G is a group and R is G-graded (written R Dg2GRg), then R is strongly graded
if RgRh D Rgh for all g; h 2 G. A crossed product is a strongly G-graded ring such
that each Rg contains a unit of R (see [21]). There are examples of strongly graded
rings that are not crossed products; the best-known example can be found in [15,21].
Since this example plays a fundamental role in this paper, we present it here. Let
R D M3.K/ and let G be the cyclic group of order 2. We grade R by G as follows:
R D R0R1 D
0@K K 0K K 0
0 0 K
1A
0@ 0 0 K0 0 K
K K 0
1A :
We observe that the identity componentR0 of this grading is a semisimple, non-basic
incidence algebra and the non-identity component R1 corresponds to our construc-
tion of A mentioned in Problem D. Consequently, we ask whether all such gradings
of Mn.K/ come from semisimple incidence algebras and so we investigate:
Problem E. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrix ring Mn
.K/ to be strongly group graded with coefficient ring A that contains n primitive
idempotents.
Our solution is presented in Theorem 6.6 in which we show that Mn.K/ can be
graded in such a way if and only if A is semisimple, A D I .P / for some preordered
set P, and there is a regular representation of G into Aut. QP /.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with Problem A and our de-
scription of the structure of Aut.A/. The connection between Aut.A/ and Aut. QA/
described by Problem B is given in Section 3. We solve Problem C in Section 4 which
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for when Out.A/ is a natural invariant for
the equivalence class of A. The construction of A and the solution to Problem D
is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 considers strongly graded rings and our
solution to Problem E.
Throughout this paper, ring and group homomorphisms will be written on the left.
Module homomorphisms will be written on the opposite side of the scalar action.
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All rings have an identity. The symbol o will denote the semi-direct product of
groups. Finally, P D .V .P /; .P // will denote a finite preordered set with vertex set
V .P/ and relation set .P /  V  V . Following [8], we shall write the vertex set
as integers V .P/ D f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Since this set will have two orderings (the natural
one from Z and the one from P), we use 6 to denote the classical ordering of the
integers and we use the ordered pair notation to denote the ordering of V from P.
2. The structure of Aut.I .P //
In this section, we determine the structure of Aut.A/ as a semi-direct product of
four subgroups: the inner automorphisms, the automorphisms induced from “transit-
ive” maps, the automorphisms extending automorphisms of the field K, and the auto-
morphisms induced from automorphisms of the preordered set P. Our determination
of the structure is made possible by the result of Coelho [8].
Definition 2.1. Let  2 SV ; that is,  is a permutation on the vertices. We say that 
is an automorphism of P provided . .i/;  .j// 2 .P / if and only if .i; j/ 2 .P /.
Let Aut.P / denote the (multiplicative) group of automorphisms of P.
For  2 Aut.P /, define O V A D I .P /! A via O .ai;j / D .a−1.i/;−1.j//; that
is, the fu; vg-entry of O.ai;j / is a−1.u/;−1.v/. (This corresponds to Coelho’s defin-
ition of O which sends the matrix basis element ei;j to e.i/; .j/.) Let A.P / D
f O   2 Aut.P /g; this clearly forms a subgroup of Aut.A/.
Let denote the equivalence relation given by i  j () .i; j/; .j; i/ 2 .P /,
and for each 1 6 i 6 n D jV .P/j, let TiU denote the equivalence class of i. Let L.P/
denote the following set:
L.P/ D f 2 Aut.P /  .TiU/ D TiU for all i 2 V .P/g;
this is easily seen to be a subgroup of Aut.P /. Let L.P / D f O   2 L.P/g, a
subgroup ofA.P /.
It is easy to see that the map . O−/ V Aut.P /! Aut.A/ is a group monomorphism,
which extends to a group homomorphism . O−/ V Aut.P /! Out.I .P //. We show
that the kernel of this homomorphism is precisely L.P/.
Lemma 2.2. A.P / \ Inn.I .P // DL.P /; in particular, L.P/ is the kernel of the
map Aut.P /! Out.I .P //.
Proof. ./: Suppose O 2A.P / \ Inn.I .P // so that there exists U, a unit of A,
such that O.B/ D UBU−1 for all B 2 A. LetX D TiU denote an equivalence class of
vertex i for i 2 V .P/, and set eX DPx2X e.x; x/, where e.x; x/ is the usual matrix
idempotent in A. Now .X/ D f.x/jx 2 Xg must be another equivalence class of
V .P/ and UeXU−1 D O.eX/ D e.X/. We are finished if we can show eX D e.X/,
for then X D .X/.
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We claim that, for any equivalence class Y, and any B;C 2 A, eYBCeY D eY
BeYCeY . To see this, let x; y 2 Y so that the x; y-entry of eYBCeY is given byP
z2V .P / bx;zcz;y , where bx;z is an entry from eYB and cz;y is an entry from CeY .
We can write this quantity as
P
z2Y bx;zcz;y C
P
z=2Y bx;zcz;y . But for z =2 Y , either
bx;z D 0 or cz;y D 0 and so the .x; y/-entry of eYBCeY is Pz2Y bx;zcz;y . Since this
is precisely the .x; y/-entry of eYBeYCeY , we have shown the claim.
Now we show that eX D e.X/. We have, by the claim,
e.X/De.X/e.X/e.X/
De.X/.UeXU−1/e.X/
De.X/Ue.X/eXe.X/U−1e.X/:
If e.X/ =D eX, then e.X/eX D 0 and so the last expression is zero. Since e.X/ =D 0,
we must have eX D e.X/.
./: Conversely, suppose O 2L.P / so that  2 Aut.P / and .TiU/ D TiU for
all i 2 V .P/. Let UTiU DPx2TiU e.x/;x, UTiU−1 DPx2TiU ex; .x/, U D TiUUTiU, and
U−1 D TiUUTiU−1; these are invertible elements in A. LetB D .bi;j / 2 A and check
that .BU−1/k;l D bk;−1.l/ and .UB/k;l D b−1.k/;l. Consequently, if we temporarily
set UB D B 0 D .b0i;j /, then .UBU−1/k;l D b0k;−1.l/ D b−1.k/;−1.l/ D T O.B/Uk;l .
Thus, UBU−1 D O .B/.
The last statement now follows. 
We have identified those automorphisms of P that give rise to inner automorph-
isms of A D I .P /. Next we identify those automorphisms of P that give rise to outer
automorphisms of A; these form one of the four semidirect product factors of Aut.A/.
Definition 2.3. Let P D .V .P /; .P // be a preordered set. Let t be the number
of equivalence classes and let each class contain si many vertices where 1 6 i 6 t .
Set s0 D 0 and bi D s0 C    C si−1 C 1 for 1 6 i 6 t C 1. By adapting [24, Lemma
1.2.5], we may relabel the vertices of P so that
V .P/Df1; 2; : : : ; s1; s1 C 1; : : : ; s1 C s2 C    C st−1 C 1; : : : ; s1 C s2 C    C st g
Dfb1; b1 C 1; : : : ; b2 − 1; b2; : : : ; bt ; : : : ; btC1 − 1g ;
where .i; j/ 2 .P / implies there exist integers 1 6 k 6 l 6 t such that bk 6 i <
bkC1 and bl 6 j < blC1. In particular, i  j if and only if there is some 1 6 k 6 t
such that bk 6 i; j < bkC1. Of course, we have the classical ordering 1 6 2 6    6
s1 6 s1 C 1 6    6 s1 C s2 6    6 s1 C s2 C    C st D jV j.
Define, via [8],
Q.P/ D f 2 Aut.P /  for all i 2 V; if i  j and
i 6 j; then .i/ 6 .j/g:
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Equivalently,  2 Q.P/ ()  preserves the integer ordering between the equi-
valence class TiU and the equivalence class T.i/U for all i 2 V .P/. Set Q.P / D
f O   2 Q.P/g.
Lemma 2.4. Aut.P / D L.P/oQ.P/.
Proof. First we claim thatQ.P/ \ L.P/ D 1. Suppose  2 Q.P/ \ L.P/ and sup-
pose there exists i 2 V such that .i/ =D i. Since  2 L.P/, then .i;  .i//; . .i/; i/ 2
.P /. Since  2 Q.P/, then either there exists a chain i < .i/ <  2.i/ <    or
there exists a chain    <  2.i/ < .i/ < i where the inequalities are strict. Since 
has finite order, we get i D .i/ for all i and so  D 1. Hence, L.P/ \Q.P/ D 1.
Next we show that Aut.P / D Q.P/  L.P/. Suppose  2 Aut.P /. Using Defini-
tion 2.3, set i D bi − 1 for 1 6 i 6 t C 1. For 1 6 i 6 t , the elements i C 1; : : : ;
i C si comprise the si elements of the ith equivalence class. Since  takes equival-
ence classes to equivalence classes, there exist integers 1 6 m1; : : : ;msi 6 si such
that
.i Cm1/ < .i Cm2/ <    < .i Cmsi /:
Define i to be the permutation of f1; : : : ; sig given by j 7! mj . Extend i to a
permutation of V .P/ by letting i fix (elementwise) all of the equivalence classes
distinct from fi C 1; : : : ; i C sig and letting it act on fi C 1; : : : ; i C sig via
i.i C j/ D i Cmj . Then i 2 L.P/ so set  DQ16i6t i .
Now we show that  2 Q.P/. For integers j; k such that 1 6 j 6 k 6 si ,
.i C j/Di.i C j/ D .i Cmj/
6.i Cmk/ D i.i C k/ D .i C k/:
Thus,  2 Q.P/ and so  2 Q.P/  L.P/.
Since L.P/ is the kernel of the map Aut.P /! Out.A/, L.P/ is normal and so
Aut.P / is the semi-direct product of L.P/ and Q.P/. 
Example 2.5. Let QP denote the following preordered set:
QP D f.1; 1/; .2; 2/; .3; 3/; .4; 4/; .1; 3/; .1; 4/; .2; 3/; .2; 4/g:
With straightforward computations it follows that Aut. QP / is the Klein 4-group,L. QP /
D 1 andQ. QP / D Aut. QP /.
It follows immediately that Q.P/ D Q.P / D Coker.Aut.P /! Out.A//, and so
it is natural to identify Out.P / with Coker.Aut.P /! Out.A//. This gives rise to a
split exact sequence
1! L.P/! Aut.P /! Out.P /:
Moreover, it follows that Inn.A/ A.P / D Inn.A/oQ.P /.
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We turn to the subgroup G.P / identified in [8] and we recall some basic defini-
tions.
Notation 2.6 (c.f. [8]). Let P be any preordered set, let .P / D f.i; j/j.i; j/;
.j; i/ 2 .P /g, and let D.P / denote the graph associated with .P /n.P /. That
is, the vertices of D.P / are the elements i 2 V .P/ such that either .i; j/ or .j; i/
belong to .P / n .P / for some j 2 V .P/, while the edges are the unordered pairs
fi; j g such that either .i; j/ or .j; i/ belong to .P / n .P /. Let T .P / D fT .P /‘g
denote a set of spanning trees for the components of D.P /; i.e., T .P /‘ denotes a
spanning tree of the ‘th component of D.P /. Let .P / be the subset of .P / such
that .i; j/ 2 .P / if and only if .i; j/ 2 .P / and fi; j g is an edge in the union of all
the trees in T .P /. Let J .P / denote the vertices of P that are not vertices in the union
of the trees in T .P / and set .P / D .P / \ TJ .P / J .P /U.
A function g V .P /! K is transitive (or multiplicative) if g.i; j/g.j; k/ D
g.i; k/ for all .i; j/; .j; k/ 2 .P /. Every transitive function g V .P /! K gives
rise to an automorphism g of A D I .P / via g.eij / D g.i; j/eij and extending
linearly. Let M.P/ D fg V .P /! Kjg is multiplicativeg and let M.P / D fg 2
Aut.I .P //jg 2 M.P/g. It is clear that M.P/ and M.P / are groups under com-
position (.g  h/.i; j/ D g.i; j/h.i; j/) and that .−/ V M.P/!M.P / is a group
isomorphism.
Let G.P; T .P // D fg 2 M.P/jg.i; j/ D 1 for all .i; j/ 2 .P /[.P /g. By
[8], G.P/ is a subgroup of M.P/. Set G.P; T .P // D fgjg 2 G.P/g. Following
[8], we simplify notation and writeG.P/ D G.P; T .P // and G.P / D G.P; T .P //.
Example 2.7. Referring to Example 2.5 and the preordered set QP , we can choose
a spanning tree T . QP / D ff1; 3g; f1; 4g; f2; 4gg. With this choice, G. QP ; T . QP // D k,
the group of non-zero elements of k.
It is important to realize that G.P / depends on the choice of T .P /.
By [8, Theorem C], AutK.A/ D .Inn.A/oG.P //oQ.P /. It follows that there is
a split exact sequence
1!M.P / \ Inn.A/!M.P /! G.P /! 1:
As a consequence,G.P / is the set of representatives of the cosets inM.P /  Inn.A/=
Inn.A/.
We turn our attention to those automorphisms of A that do not fix K. Suppose P
is a preordered set with n components P1; : : : ; Pn. It is straightforward to see that
A D A1   An, where Ai is the incidence ring of Pi , and the center C of A is
isomorphic to K.n/. Let e1; : : : ; en denote the unique primitive central idempotents
of C.
Lemma 2.8. AutK.C/ D Sn.
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Proof. Let  2 AutK.C/. Since any automorphism must take primitive central idem-
potents to primitive central idempotents,  induces a permutation  2 Sn such that
.ei/ D e.i/. Since  fixes K, .aei/ D ae.i/ for all a 2 K . It follows easily that
the map  7!  is a group isomorphism between AutK.C/ and Sn. 
Definition 2.9. Let A D A1   An be as above. If  2 Aut.K/, then we can
define L 2 Aut.Ak/ entrywise; that is, L..aij // D ..aij //, where .aij / 2 Ak. Define
the function . L−/ VQn Aut.K/! Aut.A/ via .i/ 7! . Li/, and denote the image of
this map by Aut.K/n. It follows that . L−/ is a group monomorphism. Since auto-
morphisms of A take the center C to itself, the restriction map sends Aut.K/n to a
subgroup of Aut.C/; we also denote this group by Aut.K/n.
Lemma 2.10. Aut.C/ D Aut.K/noAutK.C/.
Proof. It is clear that Aut.K/n \ AutK.C/ D 1. We first show that Aut.C/ D
AutK.C/ Aut.K/n. Let  2 Aut.C/. As in the argument from Lemma 2.8, there
is some  2 Sn such that .ei/ D e.i/. Extend  to  2 Aut.C/ via  .P aiei/ DP
aie.i/; clearly,  2 AutK.C/. Let  D −1 , and we claim that  2 Aut.K/n.
To see this, it suffices to show that each ei is fixed by  because then each Cei D
Kei is invariant under  . But .ei/ D −1.ei/ D −1.e.i// D ei . Thus,  D  2
AutK.C/ Aut.K/n.
Finally, we show that Aut.K/n is normal in Aut.C/. Let  D .i/ 2 Aut.K/n and
let  2 AutK.C/. Since AutK.C/ D Sn, we can assume .xei/ D xe.i/ for x 2 K .
We claim −1 D .i/−1 D .−1.i// 2 Aut.K/n. To see this, note that
−1.x/ D −1
X
xiei

D 
X
xie−1.i/

D 
X
−1.i/.xi/e−1.i/

D
X
−1.i/.xi/ei
D (−1.i/ .x/:
Thus, Aut.K/n is normal in Aut.C/ and so Aut.C/ is the semidirect product of
Aut.K/n and AutK.C/. 
We are ready for our solution to Problem A from the introduction.
Theorem 2.11 (The structure of Aut.A/). Aut.A/ D T.Inn.A/oG.P //oAut.K/nU
oQ.P /.
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Proof. We first show that Aut.A/ D Aut.K/n AutK.A/. If  2 Aut.A/, then  jC 2
Aut.C/ and so, by Lemma 2.10, we may write  jC D γ where  2 Aut.K/n and
γ 2 AutK.C/ . We can extend  to an automorphism of A; we denote this auto-
morphism also by  2 Aut.K/n. We claim −1 2 AutK.A/. If x 2 K , then
−1.x/D.−1/jC.x/
D.−1jC/. jC/.x/
Dγ .x/ D x;
which shows that −1 2 AutK.A/ and so Aut.A/ D Aut.K/n AutK.A/.
Now by [8, Theorem C], AutK.A/ D TInn.A/oG.P /UoQ.P /. Thus, Aut.A/ D
T.Inn.A/  G.P //  Aut.K/nU  Q.P /. Since Aut.K/n \ AutK.A/ D 1, it remains to
show that Aut.K/n normalizes .Inn.A/oG.P // and Q.P / normalizes T.Inn.A/o
G.P //oAut.K/nU. Let  D .1; : : : ; n/ 2Qn Aut.K/ and let L D . Li/ 2 Aut.K/n
 Aut.A/.
To show that Aut.K/n normalizes .Inn.A/oG.P //, it suffices to show that
Aut.K/n normalizes G.P / (since Inn.A/ is normal in Aut.A/). Let g denote an
automorphism of A induced from a transitive function g V .P /! K. Since .P /
D .P1/ [    [ .Pn/, then g D .gi/ where gi D gj.Pi / V .Pi/! K is a trans-
itive function for the component Pi . Since i V K ! K, the composition igi V
.Pi/! K is also a transitive function and hence so is g. We claim that Lg L−1
D .g/. Let ekij denote a matrix basis element belonging toAk and let x 2 K . Then
Lg L−1.xekij / D g
(
k
−1.x/ekij

D (k−1.x/gk.i; j/ekij 
D xk.gk.i; j//ekij
D x.kgk/.i; j/ekij
D .g/.xekij /;
which proves the claim. Finally, we show that if g 2 G.P /, then .g/ 2 G.P /.
Suppose ekij corresponds to an edge from .P / [ .P /. Then, since gk.i; j/ D 1,
.g/.ekij / D kgk.i; j/ekij D k.1/ekij D ekij , and so .g/ 2 G.P /.
This completes the argument that Aut.K/n normalizes TInn.A/oG.P /U and so
the semidirect product T.Inn.A/oG.P //oAut.K/nU is defined. We complete the
proof by showing that Q.P / normalizes T.Inn.A/oG.P //oAut.K/nU. However, we
already know that Q.P / normalizes TInn.A/oG.P /U so it suffices to show that Q.P /
normalizes Aut.K/n.
Let O 2 Q.P /. Now  sends components to components so if Pk is a component,
then set .Pk/ D P.k/. We will show that O L O−1 D . L−1.k//. Let a D .ak/ 2 A D
A1  An and write akD.ak;i;j /. We observe that O−1..ak;i;j //D.a.k/; .i/; .j//.
Then
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O L O−1.a/ D O L O−1..ak;i;j //
D O L..a.k/; .i/; .j///
D O..k.a.k/; .i/; .j////
D ..−1.k/.ak;i;j ///
D . L−1.k//.a/:
This completes the proof. 
We remark that Aut.K/n does not necessarily normalize AutK.A/. As an ex-
ample of this phenomenon, let P denote the poset with V .P/ D f1; 2g and .P / D
f.1; 1/; .2; 2/g and let A be the incidence K-algebra for P where K is a field with
non-trivial automorphism group. Since A is commutative, Inn.A/ D 1. Moreover,
G.P / D 1 so that AutK.A/ D Q.P / D h O i where  is the automorphism of P that
exchanges 1 and 2. We construct a L 2 Aut.K/2 such that L O L−1 =2 Q.P /. Let 2 2
Aut.K/ such that 1 =D 2 and let L D .L1; L2/. Then for .x; y/ 2 A, L O L−1.x; y/ D
.2−1.y/; 2.x// so it follows that L O L−1 =D ; 1. Thus, Q.P / D AutK.A/ is not
normal.
Nonetheless, when P has only one component, AutK.A/ is normal and we have
the following corollary.
Corollary 2.12. If P is connected, then Aut.K/ normalizes Q.P / and Aut.A/ D
AutK.A/oAut.K/.
Proof. From the proof above, Aut.K/ normalizes both Inn.A/ and G.P /. Since
AutK.A/DTInn.A/oG.P /UoQ.P /, it suffices to show that Aut.K/ normalizesQ.P /.
Suppose O 2 Q.P / and let L 2 Aut.K/. It is easy to see that L O D O L because for
k 2 K , O L.kei;j / D O..k/ei;j / D .k/e.i/; .j/ D L O.kei;j /. Thus, L O L−1 D O .

Corollary 2.13. Let A, n, and P be as above. Then
Out.A/ D TG.P /oAut.K/nUoQ.P /
and if n D 1, then
Out.A/ D OutK.A/oAut.K/:
3. The connection between Pic.I .P // and Pic.I . QP //
In this section, we develop a strong connection between the preordered set P
and its associated poset QP . In particular, we build homomorphisms between Q.P /
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and Q. QP /, and between G.P / and G. QP /. To do this, we need to fix a particular
choice for QV . We recall our notation from the previous section. For a preordered
set P D .V .P /; .P //, let t be the number of equivalence classes and let each class
contain si many vertices where 1 6 i 6 t . Set s0 D 0 and bi D s0 C    C si−1 C 1
for 1 6 i 6 t C 1. By adapting [24, Lemma 1.2.5], we may relabel the elements of
V .P/ as
V .P/Df1; 2; : : : ; s1; s1 C 1; : : : ; s1 C s2
C    C st−1 C 1; : : : ; s1 C s2 C    C st g
Dfb1; b1 C 1; : : : ; b2 − 1; b2; : : : ; bt ; : : : ; btC1 − 1g;
where .i; j/ 2 .P / implies there exist integers 1 6 k 6 l 6 t such that bk 6 i <
bkC1 and bl 6 j < blC1. In particular, i  j if and only if there is some 1 6 k 6 t
such that bk 6 i; j < bkC1.
Definition 3.1. Set Qi D bi for 1 6 i 6 t , QV D fQ1; : : : ; Qtg, Q.P / D T QV  QV U \ .P /
and QP D . QV ; Q.P //. It follows that QP is a partially ordered set and we call QP the
associated poset of P. By convention, V . QP / D QV and . QP / D Q.P /.
For each 1 6 i 6 t , let Qei D ebi;bi denote the matrix idempotent of I .P / which
has 1 in the bi; bi-entry and zeros elsewhere. Set e DPQi2 QV Qei .
For  2 Aut.P /, define Q 2 Aut. QP / via Q.Qi/ D Qj where T Qj U D T.Qi/U. We let
the reader check that Q is indeed an automorphism of QP and that the map . Q−/ V
Aut.P /! Aut. QP / is a group homomorphism. If  2 Aut. QP /, then we say that 
lifts to  2 Aut.P / (or  is a lifting of  ) if Q D  .
From the definition of e, e is basic and there is a natural ring isomorphism between
eI .P /e and I . QP /; consequently, we shall identify these two rings. Let A D I .P /
and QA D eAe D I . QP /. Since A and QA are Morita equivalent, the functors eA⊗−
and −⊗ Ae induce a group isomorphism e.−/e V Pic.A/! Pic. QA/ via X 7! eXe.
Moreover, there exists a group monomorphismA V Out.A/!Pic.A/ via A.Inn.A/
/ D A . Since QA is basic semiperfect,  QA is a group isomorphism (i.e., QA has the
Aut-Pic property) so we may define a group monomorphism  V Out.A/! Out. QA/
via  D  QA−1.e.−/e/A, which makes the diagram
Out.A/ A−−! Pic.A/??y ??y e.−/e
Out. QA/  QA−−! Pic. QA/
commute.
We are going to show that  is the restriction map; i.e., every coset Inn.A/ con-
tains a representative  0 such that  0.e/ D e,  0jeAe 2 Aut.eAe/ and .Inn.A// D
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 0jeAe. We begin by showing that  restricted to Q.P / is the restriction map .−/jeAe V
Q.P /! Q. QP/.
Lemma 3.2. Let  2 Aut.P /.
(1) ker. Q−/ D L.P/.
(2) The restriction maps .−/j QV V Q.P/! Q. QP / and .−/jeAe V Q.P /! Q. QP / are
well-defined group monomorphisms. Moreover, .−/j QV D . Q−/I i.e., if  2 Q.P/;
then Q D  j QV .
Proof. (1) We have Q D 1 ()  TQiU D T Q.Qi/U D TQiU ()  2 L.P/ by Defini-
tion 2.1.
(2) It suffices to show that .−/j QV V Q.P/! Q. QP / satisfies the statement of (2).
But for Qi 2 QV , and for  2 Q.P/, .Qi/ D .bi/ is the vertex in the equivalence class
T.Qi/ D .bi/Uwhich is the smallest integer. But, by Definition 3.1, this vertex is pre-
cisely Qj D bj for some 1 6 j 6 t; that is, .Qi/ D Qj . This shows that  j QV 2 Aut. QP /
and that  j QV D Q . It is easy to see that the restriction map is a group homomorphism.
Finally, if  j QV D 1 QV , then  2 L.P/. Since L.P/ \Q.P/ D 1 by Lemma 2.4, the
restriction map is a group monomorphism. 
The next lemma will be used throughout this section. Recall that for  2 Aut.A/,
A D A as left modules whereas the right A-action is given by a  b D a.b/.
Lemma 3.3. Let e 2 A be an idempotent. If  2 Aut.A/ such that .e/ D e; then
e.A /e D .eAe/ jeAe as eAe-bimodules.
Proof. We show that the identity map id V e.A /e! .eAe/ jeAe is an eAe-bimodule
isomorphism. This is clear as left eAe-modules so we consider the right action. Let
eae 2 eAe and exe 2 e.A /e. Then .exe/eae D ex.eeae/ D exe.eae/ D
.exe/ jeAe.eae/, so the result holds. 
Proposition 3.4. Let  2 Aut.P /. Then . Q−/ induces a monomorphism Q.P/!
Q. QP / which makes the diagram
Q.P/
. O−/−−! Q.P / −−! Out.A/ A−−! Pic.A/??y . Q−/D.−/j QV ??y .−/jeAe ??y ??y e.−/e
Q. QP / . O−/−−! Q. QP / −−! Out. QA/  QA−−! Pic. QA/
commute.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show that the rectangle comprising the two
rightmost squares commutes. Let O 2 Q.P / and so Inn.A/ O 2 Out.A/. We must
show that Te.A O /eU D T.eAe/ O jeAe U as elements in Pic.eAe/. However, it follows,
from Definition 2.3, that  maps bi to some bj for each 1 6 i 6 t . Thus, O.ebi;bi / D
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ebj ;bj , and we have O.e/ D O.
P Qei/ D O .P ebi;bi / DP ebj ;bj D e. Consequently,
by Lemma 3.3, the result holds. 
The monomorphism . Q−/ V Q.P/! Q. QP / need not be surjective. For example,
if V .P/ D f1; 2; 3g and .P / D f.1; 1/; .2; 2/; .2; 3/; .3; 2/; .3; 3/g, then Q.P / D
1 while Q. QP / D Z2. Indeed, the main theorem of this section asserts that  is an
isomorphism if and only if . Q−/ is an isomorphism.
Now we construct a group isomorphism from G.P / to G. QP /. The next lemma
shows that the graph D.P / of any preordered set “lies over” the graph D. QP/ of the
associated poset.
Lemma 3.5. Let P be a preordered set and let QP denote the associated poset.
(1) . QP / D .P / \ T QV  QV U.
(2) D. QP / D D.P / \ T QV  QV U. Moreover, there is a natural one-to-one correspond-
ence between components of D.P / and components of D. QP / given by C 7!
C \ D. QP/.
Proof. (1) This is clear since QP is a poset and therefore antisymmetric.
(2) We first show that V .D. QP //DV .D.P // \ T QV  QV U. Suppose Qi 2 V .D. QP//.
Then there exists Qj 2 QV such that .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP /n. QP /. (The argument is symmetric
so we can use .i; j/ or .j; i/.) By (1), .Qi; Qj/ 2 .P / n .P / and so Qi 2 V .D.P // \
T QV  QV U.
Now suppose Qi2 V .D.P // \ T QV QV U. Then there is a j 2 V .P/ such that .Qi; j/ 2
.P / n .P /. Let Qm 2 QV such that Qm  j . Then .Qi; Qm/ 2 . QP /. If .Qi; Qm/ 2 . QP/,
then, by definition, Qi  Qm and so Qi D Qm. However, this contradicts the condition that
.Qi; j/ =2 .P /. Thus, .Qi; Qm/ 2 . QP/ n . QP / and so Qi 2 V .D. QP //.
For the edges, note that
fQi; Qj g 2 .D. QP // () .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP/ n . QP/
() .Qi; Qj/ 2 .P / n .P /
() fQi; Qj g 2 (D.P / \ T QV  QV U:
Finally, to show there exists a bijection between the components, observe that
each component of D. QP/ is contained in some component of D.P /. Suppose C1 and
C2 are two components of D. QP / that are contained in some component C of D.P /.
Take Qi 2 V .C1/  QV and Qj 2 V .C2/  QV . Since C is connected, there exist edges
fQi; x1g; fx1; x2g; : : : ; fxk; Qj g in .D.P //. Let x 0i be the unique element in QV \ TxiU
for each 1 6 i 6 k. It is then clear that fQi; x 01g; fx 01; x 02g; : : : ; fx 0k; Qj g are in .D.P / \
T QV  QV U/ D .D. QP // which implies j 2 V .C1/. This contradicts that C1 and C2 are
distinct, thereby showing the correspondence. 
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Definition 3.6. Let T . QP / QC be a spanning tree for a component QC of D. QP /. If T .P /C
is a spanning tree for the associated component C (i.e., QC D C \ D. QP /) of D.P /
such that T . QP/ QC D T .P /C \ D. QP / and each edge in T .P /C is incident to at least
one vertex of QV , then we say that T .P /C extends (or lies over) T . QP / QC and we say
that T . QP/ QC lifts to T .P /C .
The next result shows that every spanning tree of each component of D. QP/ ex-
tends to a spanning tree of the corresponding component of D.P /.
Lemma 3.7. If T . QP / is a spanning tree for a component QC of D. QP /, then there
exists a spanning tree T .P / for the corresponding component C of D.P / that extends
T . QP /.
Proof. We show that we can extend T . QP/ to such a spanning tree for any subgraph
of C containing QC by inducting on the number of vertices in such a subgraph.
Suppose we have a subgraph G of C such that k is the only vertex in V .G/nV . QC/.
Let Qj 2 QV such that Qj 2 TkU. Since k 2 V .C/, then Qj 2 V .C/ as well. Thus, Qj 2
V . QC/ and there exists an Qm 2 QV such that f Qj; Qmg belongs to T . QP/. Consequently,
either . Qj; Qm/ or . Qm; Qj/ is in . QP /n. QP / D . QP /n..P / \ T QV  QV U/. Thus, . Qj; Qm/
or . Qm; Qj/ belong to .P /n.P /. Since Qj  k, .k; Qm/ or . Qm; k/ 2 .P /n.P / and
fk; Qmg 2 .D.P //. The graph T . QP/[fk;mg formed by adding the vertex k and the
edge fk; Qmg to T . QP / contains no circuits since fk; Qmg connects a vertex in QV (namely,
Qm) to a vertex not in QV (namely, k). Hence, T . QP / [ fk; Qmg is a spanning tree for G
that extends T . QP /.
We now suppose that we can extend T . QP / to a spanning tree of any subgraph of C
containing n more vertices than QC. We further suppose that we have a subgraph G of
C such that V .G/nV . QC/ D fv1; : : : ; vn; vnC1g. By hypothesis, we can extend T . QP /
to an appropriate spanning tree for the graph formed by deleting from G the vertex
vnC1 and any edges incident to it. This tree in turn can be extended appropriately to
include vnC1 as described in the induction basis paragraph. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose the trees of the components of D.P / extend trees of the com-
ponents of D. QP /. Then:
(1) . QP / D .P / \ . QP /.
(2) J . QP/ D J .P / \ QV .
(3) . QP / D .P / \ . QP /.
Proof. (1) Suppose .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP /. Then .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP / and fQi; Qj g is an edge in some
tree T . QP/ QC for a component QC of D. QP /. Suppose T . QP / QC lifts to the spanning tree
T .P /C for the component C of D.P /. Thus, fQi; Qj g is an edge of T .P /C and so
.Qi; Qj/ 2 .P / \ . QP /.
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Conversely, suppose .Qi; Qj/ 2 .P / \ . QP /. Then .Qi; Qj / 2 .P / and fQi; Qj g is an
edge of some tree T .P /C for some component C of D.P /. Since T . QP / QC D T .P /C
\ D. QP / is a tree of the associated component QC, we have that fQi; Qj g is an edge of
T . QP / QC . Thus, .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP /.
(2) Suppose Qi 2 J . QP/. Then Qi is not in any tree of D. QP /. By the extension prop-
erty, Qi is not in any tree of D.P / and so Qi 2 J .P / \ QV . Conversely, suppose Qi 2
J .P / \ QV . Then Qi is not in any tree of D.P /. But every tree of D.P / extends a tree
of D. QP / and so Qi is not in any tree of D. QP /. This shows that Qi 2 J . QP /.
(3) Suppose .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP / D . QP / \ TJ . QP/ J . QP /U. By (1) of Lemma 3.5 and
by (2) above, .Qi; Qj / 2 .P/ \ . QP /. Conversely, suppose .Qi; Qj/ 2 .P / \ . QP /. Then
.Qi; Qj/ 2 .P / \ TJ .P / J .P /U. By (1) of Lemma 3.5, .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP / and by (2)
above, .Qi; Qj/ 2 TJ . QP / J . QP /U. Consequently, .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP / \ TJ . QP/ J . QP /U D
. QP /. 
We can now show that the restriction map takes G.P / to G. QP /. However, recall
that G.P / depends on the choice of the set of trees T .P / for D.P /. Since a tree
for a component of D. QP / may not be comparable to a tree for the corresponding
component of D.P /, we restrict our attention to a fixed set of trees for P that extend
trees of D. QP /. Thus, for the remainder of this paper, we assume that QP is chosen as
in Definition 3.1 and that the set of spanning trees T .P / is chosen so as to extend
a fixed set of spanning trees T . QP /. With this assumption, we can show that the
restriction map .−/jeAe V G.P /! G. QP / is a group isomorphism.
Lemma 3.9. Let g V .P /! K be a transitive function. Then:
(1) gj. QP/ V . QP /! K is transitive.
(2) If g 2 G.P /; then .gj. QP// 2 G. QP / and .gj. QP // D gjeAe. Moreover, the
restriction map G.P /! G. QP/ via g ! gjeAe is a group homomorphism.
Proof. (1) This readily follows from the fact that . QP /  .P /.
(2) Let g 2 G.P /. Then gj. QP / is transitive. By Lemma 3.8, . QP /  .P / and
. QP /  .P /. Thus, since g 2 G.P /, gj. QP /. Qk; Qm/ D 1 for all . Qk; Qm/ 2 . QP / \
. QP /. This shows that .gj. QP // 2 G. QP /.
For the other statement, we first show that g restricts to an automorphism of eAe.
However, g.i; i/ D 1 for all i 2 V and so g.ei;i / D g.i; i/ei;i D ei;i . This shows that
g.e/ D e and so gjeAe 2 Aut.eAe/. Now for any . Qk; Qm/ 2 . QP /, .gj. QP//.e Qk; Qm/ D
g. Qk; Qm/e Qk; Qm D g.e Qk; Qm/ D gjeAe.e Qk; Qm/, and so .gj. QP// D gjeAe.
Finally, for g; h 2 G.P /, .gh/jeAe D gjeAehjeAe and so .−/jeAe is a group
homomorphism. 
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Proposition 3.10. Let P be a preordered set. Then the map .−/jeAe V G.P /! G. QP/
via g 7! gjeAe is a group isomorphism that makes the diagram
G.P /
−−! Aut.A/ −−! Out.A/ A−−! Pic.A/??y .−/jeAe ??y ??y e.−/e
G. QP/ −−! Aut. QA/ −−! Out. QA/  QA−−! Pic. QA/
commute.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, .−/jeAe is a well-defined group homomorphism. Next we
show that the diagram commutes. To do this, it suffices to show that the diagram
G.P /
A−−! Pic.A/??y .−/jeAe ??y e.−/e
G. QP/  QA−−! Pic. QA/
commutes. Let g 2 G.P /. Then the image inside Pic.A/ of g under the compos-
ition of the top row is TAgU. After applying e.−/e, we have the element Te.Ag/eU
inside Pic.eAe/. By Lemma 3.9, g fixes e and so e.Ag/e D .eAe/gjeAe by Lemma
3.3. Since T.eAe/gjeAe U is the image of gjeAe in Pic.eAe/ under the composition of
the bottom row, the diagram commutes.
Now we know that .−/jeAe is injective since the map e.−/e is an isomorphism
and the top row of the diagram is injective.
Finally, we show that .−/jeAe V G.P /! G. QP / is surjective. Let h 2 G. QP /. For
i; j 2 V , let Qk 2 TiU \ QV and Ql 2 Tj U \ QV . Define g V .P /! K such that g.i; j/ D
h. Qk; Ql/. Since . QP / D .P / \ T QV  QV U, g is a well-defined function that clearly ex-
tends h. It is straightforward to show that g is transitive and so we leave the details
for the reader to check.
It remains to show that g 2 G.P /. To do this, we must show that g.i; j/ D 1 for
all .i; j/ 2 .P / [ .P /.
If .i; j/ 2 .P /, then i  j and so g.i; j/ D h. Qk; Qk/ D 1.
Assume for the remainder of the proof that .i; j/ 2 .P /. Thus, there is an edge
fi; j g in a tree T .P / for some component of D.P /. Further, T .P / extends a tree
T . QP / for the associated component of D. QP /. By definition of D.P /, ij and so
g.i; j/ D h. Qk; Ql/. Now since the trees of D.P / extend trees of D. QP /, we have that
either i; j 2 QV or exactly one of i; j is not contained in QV . We consider these two
cases separately.
Case: i; j 2 QV . In this case, i D Qk and j D Ql. Consequently, fi; j g is an edge in
T . QP /, .i; j/ 2 . QP /, and g.i; j/ D h. Qk; Ql/ D 1.
Case: i or j =2 QV . Without loss of generality, assume i =2 QV . Since T .P / extends
T . QP /, the edge fi; j g was added to T . QP / so that j 2 QV and hence Ql D j . Moreover,
f Qk; Qlg was chosen as an edge in T . QP /. Thus, f Qk; Qlg 2 .P / and g.i; j/ D h. Qk; Ql/ D 1.
Consequently, g.i; j/ D 1 for all .i; j/ 2 .P / [ .P / and so g 2 G.P /.
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Finally, we show that gjeAe D h. If ee 2 eAe, then
ee D
X
.Qi; Qj/D.bi ;bj /2. QP/
bi;bj ebi ;bj ;
where bi ;bj 2 K . Since g extends h, then
gjeAe.ee/ D
X
.Qi; Qj/D.bi ;bj /2. QP/
bi ;bj g.
Qi; Qj/ebi;bj
D
X
Qi; Qj
bi;bj h.
Qi; Qj/ebi;bj D h.ee/:
This completes the proof. 
The map between Aut.K/n  Aut.A/ and Aut.K/n  Aut. QA/ is also the restric-
tion map as the next result indicates.
Proposition 3.11. The restriction map .−/jeAe induces a group isomorphism from
Aut.K/n  Aut.A/ to Aut.K/n  Aut.eAe/ in such a way that the diagram
Aut.K/n −−! Out.A/ A−−! Pic.A/??y .−/jeAe ??y ??y e.−/e
Aut.K/n −−! Out. QA/  QA−−! Pic. QA/
commutes.
Proof. Clearly, if L 2 Aut.K/n  Aut.A/, then L.ei;i/ D ei;i and so LjeAe 2
Aut.eAe/. Moreover, it is clear from the construction that LjeAe 2 Aut.K/n  Aut
.eAe/. The proof that .−/jeAe V Aut.K/n  Aut.A/! Aut.K/n  Aut.eAe/ is a
group isomorphism is straightforward and therefore omitted. 
The main theorem of this section now follows from our above work. This is our
solution to Problem B from the introduction.
Theorem 3.12 (The connection theorem). Let P be a preordered set with n compon-
ents. Then QP andG.P / can be chosen so that  V Out.A/! Out. QA/ is the restriction
map; that is, the map  is given by
.Inn.A/g L O/DInn. QA/.g L O /jeAe D Inn. QA/.gjeAe/. LjeAe/. O jeAe/
DInn. QA/.gjeAe/. LjeAe/. OQ/;
where g 2 G.P /; L 2 Aut.K/n and O 2 Q.P /. Moreover,  is an isomorphism if
and only if .−/jeAe V Q.P /! Q. QP/ is an isomorphism.
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Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.11, Propositions 3.4, 3.10 and 3.11.

Example 3.13. Let P be the pre-ordered set
P Df.1; 3/; .1; 4/; .1; 5/; .2; 6/; .6; 2/; .4; 5/; .5; 4/;
.2; 3/; .2; 4/; .2; 5/; .6; 3/; .6; 4/; .6; 5/g;
where we have not included the reflexive relations. From Definition 3.1, it follows
that the preordered set from Examples 2.5 and 2.7, QP , is the associated poset of
P. Moreover, we have that Q.P/ D 1, L.P/ is the Klein 4-group, and G.P / D
G. QP / D k. Consequently, if A represents the incidence algebra for the pre-ordered
set P, then
Aut.A/ D .T.Inn.A/ok/UoAut.k//o1:
We close this section by remarking that the authors of [1] have constructed an
exact sequence involving Out.A/ and certain cohomology 1-groups. Their setting
involves square-free algebras which form a more general class of ring that includes
the incidence algebras. They make a partial connection between A and QA, in terms
of Out.A/ and Out. QA/, in [1, Lemmas 2.3, 2.5 and Proposition 2.10].
4. The Morita invariance of Out.A/ and the Aut-Pic property
In this section, we present our solution to Problem C from the introduction.
Let P denote the set of finite preordered sets, and define an equivalence relation
onP via P  P 0 () QP D QP 0, where QP; QP 0 are the associated posets of P and P 0,
respectively. Let TP U denote the equivalence class of P 2 P.
Let P and P 0 be preordered sets and let A D I .P;K/ and A0 D I .P 0;K/ denote
the incidence algebras for P and P 0, respectively, over a field K. Clearly, TP U D TP 0U
if and only if A and A0 are Morita equivalent if and only if QA D QA0, where QA and
QA0 are the basic algebras for A and A0. Since Morita equivalence determines an
equivalence relation on the collection of incidence algebras over a field K, we de-
termine necessary and sufficient conditions on P so that the equivalence class of
A has the property that the group of outer automorphisms is a natural invariant.
Specifically, suppose A and A0 are Morita equivalent via the functors −⊗A PA0 V
Mod− A! Mod− A0 and A0QA ⊗− V Mod− A! Mod− A0. We say that
Out.A/ and Out.A0/ are naturally isomorphic (relative to P) if the group isomorph-
ism Q⊗−⊗ P V Pic.A/! Pic.A0/ restricts to a group isomorphism Q⊗−⊗
P jOut.A/ V Out.A/! Out.A0/. (Here we identify Out.A/ with its image inside
Pic.A/ under the map A V Out.A/! Pic.A/ given by Inn.A/ 7! TA U.) This
definition depends on the choice of functors.
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Let TAU denote the Morita equivalence class of A. We say Out.A/ is a natural
invariant for the equivalence class TAU if there exists a Morita context given by APA0
such that Out.A/ and Out.A0/ are naturally isomorphic (relative to P) for all A0 D
I .P 0;K/ 2 TAU.
Let QP denote the associated poset of P, let QA D eAe D I . QP ;K/ denote the ba-
sic algebra of A, and recall the maps  V Out.A/! Out. QA/ via Inn.A/g L O 7!
Inn. QA/.g L O/jeAe and . Q−/ V Aut.P /! Aut. QP / via  ! Q from the previous sec-
tion. Finally, recall from the introduction that A has the Aut-Pic property provided
A V Out.A/! Pic.A/ via Inn.A/ 7! TA U is an isomorphism.
Lemma 4.1. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) A has the Aut-Pic property.
(2) Out.A/ and Out. QA/ are naturally isomorphic.
(3)  is an isomorphism.
(4) . Q−/ V Q.P/! Q. QP / is an isomorphism.
(5) . Q−/ V Aut.P /! Aut. QP / is surjective; i.e., every  2 Aut. QP / lifts to an auto-
morphism of P.
Proof. (1), (3): We know that  QA V Out. QA/! Pic. QA/ is always an isomorphism.
Since the diagram
Out.A/ A−−! Pic.A/??y ??y e.−/e
Out. QA/  QA−−! Pic. QA/
(*)
commutes, we have that A is an isomorphism if and only if  is an isomorphism.
(2)) (3): Suppose there is an equivalence functor F V Mod− A! Mod QA that
induces a group isomorphism  V Pic.A/! Pic. QA/ in such a way that  : Out.A/
! Out. QA/ is also a group isomorphism. Since  QA is an isomorphism, then A is an
isomorphism and hence so is .
(3)) (2): This is trivial from diagram ./.
(3), (4), (5): By the Connection Theorem 3.12,  is an isomorphism if and
only if .−/jeAe V Q.P /! Q. QP / is an isomorphism. By Proposition 3.4, this map is
an isomorphism if and only if . Q−/ V Q.P/! Q. QP / is an isomorphism. Finally, it
follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 3.2 that . Q−/ V Q.P/! Q. QP / is an isomorphism if
and only if . Q−/ V Aut.P /! Aut. QP / is an epimorphism. 
The above lemma explains the example in [17, (4), p. 2287]. See Example 4.3 for
further details. Now we can present our solution to Problem C.
Theorem 4.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) Out.A/ is a natural invariant for TAU.
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(2) Aut. QP / D 1.
(3) Every element in TAU has the Aut-Pic property.
Proof. .1/) .2/: Since Out.A/ and Out.A0/ are naturally isomorphic for every
A0 2 TAU, and Out.A/ and Out. QA/ are naturally isomorphic, then Out.A0/ is natur-
ally isomorphic to Out. QA/ for every A0 2 TAU. Thus, . Q−/ V Aut.P 0/! Aut. QP / is
surjective for every P 0 2 TP U.
Assume by way of contradiction that Aut. QP / =D 1. Without loss of generality,
assume Q1; Q2 2 QP and  2 Aut. QP/ such that  V Q1 7! Q2. We construct a preordered
set P 0 for which  is not contained in the image of the . Q−/ map (i.e., for which
 does not lift to an automorphism of P 0). Let V .P 0/ D V . QP/[fvg and .P 0/ be
the transitive closure of . QP /[f.Q1; v/; .v; Q1/; .v; v/g. It is easy to see that P 0 is a
preordered set with associated poset QP . Since the equivalence class of Q1 contains
two elements while the class of Q2 contains only 1, there can be no automorphism 
of P 0 for which Q D  . This contradicts that . Q−/ V Aut.P 0/! Aut. QP / is surjective,
and so Aut. QP / D 1.
.2/) .3/: If Aut. QP/ D 1, then . Q−/ V Aut.P 0/! Aut. QP / is surjective for all
P 0 2 TP U. By Lemma 4.1, A0 D I .P 0/ has the Aut-Pic property.
.3/) .1/: If A0 V Out.A0/! Pic.A0/ is a group isomorphism for all A0 2 TAU,
then clearly Out.A/ is a natural invariant. 
Example 4.3. The example [17, (4), p. 2287] is an example of an incidence ring A
for which Out.A/ is a natural invariant for the Morita class of TAU. Let
A D
0@K K KK K K
0 0 K
1A;
which is the incidence algebra for the preordered set P given by
V .P/ D f1; 2; 3g and .P / D f.1; 2/; .2; 1/; .1; 3/; .2; 3/g
(together with the reflexive conditions). Since the associated partially ordered set QP
is V . QP / D f1; 3gwhere . QP/ D f.1; 3/g, then Aut. QP/ is trivial. Consequently, A has
the Aut-Pic property and Out.A/ D Out. QA/ is a natural invariant for TAU.
On the other hand, the incidence algebra
A D
0@K K 0K K 0
0 0 K
1A
does not have the Aut-Pic property (which is shown in [17]) and so Out.A/ is not a
natural invariant. This is because Aut. QP / D Z2.
Example 4.4. Refering to Examples 2.5, 2.7, and 3.13, we have that Q.P/ D 1
while Q. QP / is the Klein 4-group. So in this case, . Q−/ V Aut.P /! Aut. QP / is not
surjective.
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5. The structure of elements in Pic.I .P //
From our work in the previous sections, we know that Pic.A/ D Pic. QA/ D Out. QA/D TG. QP/oAut.K/nUoQ. QP /. Our goal in this section is to use this information
to develop a generic structure of each element of Pic.A/. Specifically, since every
automorphism of QP need not lift to an automorphism of P, every element of Pic.A/
need not be of the form A for some  2 Aut.A/. Nonetheless, every element of
Pic.A/ is somehow determined by an automorphism of QA, and so we construct an
invertible A-bimodule, which we denote by A , for each element  2 Aut. QA/. We
will see that every element of Pic.A/ is isomorphic to some A and, moreover, if 
lifts to  2 Aut.A/, then A D A as A-bimodules. Consequently, this construction
of A generalizes the construction of A .
We retain the notation from Definition 3.1 and we observe that AA D . Qe1A/.s1/
  . QetA/.st /. Recall that if  2 Aut. QP /, then  induces a permutation on f1; : : : ; tg,
which we also denote by  .
Proposition 5.1. If  2 Aut. QP/ and M D . Qe1A/.s.1//   . QetA/.s.t//; then M is
an invertible A-bimodule.
Proof. To simplify notation, set ci D s.i/ for 1 6 i 6 t and setE.M/ D End.MA/.
Since M is a right progenerator for mod-A, it suffices to show E.M/ D A. How-
ever,
E.M/ D .Hom.. QejA/.cj /; . QeiA/.ci///16i;j6t (*)
as rings. (That is, the .i; j/-entry of E.M/ is Hom.. QejA/.cj /; . QeiA/.ci//.) Moreover,
Hom.. QejA/; . QeiA// D QeiA Qej
D K () .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP /
as abelian groups. Consequently, for the rest of this proof, we identify E.M/ with a
subring of MjV .P /j.K/, where the i; j -entry .1 6 i; j 6 t/ of an element of E.M/
is a ci  cj -block matrix over eQiAe Qj D K () .Qi; Qj/ 2 . QP /. Denote this ci  cj
block of E.M/ by Mcicj .eQiAe Qj /.
Since  2 Aut. QP/, then, by definition of the ci , jV j D c1 C    C ct . We will
be done if we can show that E.M/ is a structural matrix algebra for P over K
since it will then be isomorphic to A. To do this, we label the vertices in V as
v11; v
2
1 ; : : : ; v
s1
1 ; v
1
2 ; : : : ; v
s2
2 ; : : : ; v
1
t ; : : : ; v
st
t such that for each 1 6 i 6 t , Qi D v1i ,
and for each 1 6 k 6 si , vki 2 TQiU. Since  2 Aut. QP /, it induces a permutation onf1; : : : ; tg. We therefore identify Qv.i/ with . Qvi/ for each i. We index the rows and
columns of E.M/ with the vertices in the following order:
v1.1/; v
2
.1/; : : : ; v
c1
.1/; v
1
.2/; : : : ; v
c2
.2/; : : : ; v
1
.vt /
; : : : ; v
ct
 .vt /
;
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that is, the vk
.i/
; vl
 .j/
-entry corresponds to the .k; l/-entry of Mcicj .eQiAe Qj /. To
show that E.M/ is a structural matrix algebra with preordered set P, it suffices to
show that if a2E.M/ and avk.i/;vl .j/ =D 0, then .v
k
.i/; v
l
 .j//2.P /. Since avk.i/;vl .j/
is a non-zero entry of a matrix from Mcicj .eiAej /, it follows that .vi; vj / 2 .P /.
Since  2 Aut.P /, .v.i/; v.j// 2 .P / and so .vk.i/; vl .j// 2 .P /. This shows
that E.M/ D A. 
Definition 5.2. Let  2 Aut. QP /. Set
./ D f.i; j/j.−1. Qk/; j/ 2 .P /where Qk 2 QV such that i  Qkg:
Define A to be the subset of the jV .P/j  jV .P/j matrix ring over K such that
z 2 A if and only if zi;j D 0 provided .i; j/ =2 ./. We call A the incidence
A-bimodule associated with  .
In a corresponding manner, we define
Q./ D f.Qi; Qj/ D .bi; bj /j.−1.Qi/; Qj / 2 . QP /g;
and we set QA to be the incidence eAe-bimodule associated with  ; i.e., QA is the
subset of the jV . QP /j  jV . QP /j matrix ring over K such that z 2 QA if and only if
zi;j D 0 provided .Qi; Qj/ =2 Q./.
Let  2 Aut. QA/. Using the structure theorem for Aut. QA/ (Theorem 2.11), factor
 D O Lg where  2 Inn. QA/, g 2 G. QP /, L 2 Aut.K/n, and O 2 Q. QP /. Let g1 2
G.P / and L1 2 Aut.K/n be the extensions to automorphisms of A from the auto-
morphisms g and L as determined by the Connection Theorem 3.12. Set A D
.A / L1g1 . As A
 is a natural “twisting” of the incidence A-bimodule associated with
 , we say thatA is the incidence A-bimodule associated with  . In a similar manner,
set QA D . QA / Lg .
For example, suppose V .P/ D f1; 2; 3g and .P / D f.1; 1/; .2; 2/; .3; 3/; .1; 2/;
.2; 1/g (together with the reflexive conditions), and let V . QP / D f1; 3g, and . QP /
D f.1; 1/; .3; 3/g. Then A and QA are as follows:
A D
0@K K 0K K 0
0 0 K
1A and QA D
0@K 0 00 0 0
0 0 K
1A :
Let  2 Aut. QP/ be defined by interchanging vertices 1 and 3. Then ./ D f.1; 3/;
.2; 3/; .3; 1/; .3; 2/g so that
A D
0@ 0 0 K0 0 K
K K 0
1A :
We record the bimodule action that is inferred in the definition in the next result.
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Lemma 5.3. Let  2 Aut. QA/ where  D O Lg as in Definition 5.2. Then A D
. Qe1A/.d1/   . QetA/.dt / where, for 1 6 i 6 t; di D jT.Qi/Uj andA is an invertible
A-bimodule.
Proof. For the right-module isomorphism, suppose i  Qk and let Qm D −1. Qk/. Then
it follows from the definition of A that eiA D QemA D ebmA. Thus, there are dm D
jT. Qm/Uj many copies of QemA in the decomposition of A .
To see thatA is an invertible A-bimodule, note thatA D .A / L1g1 D A
⊗A L1g1 .
Since A L1g1 is an invertible A-bimodule, it suffices to prove that A
 is an invertible
A-bimodule. But this follows fom above paragraph and Proposition 5.1. 
Lemma 5.4. If  2 Aut. QA/; then e.A/e D .eAe/ D .eAe/ as eAe-bimodules.
Proof. As in Definition 5.2, factor  D O Lg where  2 Inn. QA/, g 2 G. QP /, L 2
Aut.K/n, and O 2 Q. QP/. Let g1 2 G.P / and L1 2 Aut.K/n be the extensions to
automorphisms of A from the automorphisms g and L as determined by the Con-
nection Theorem 3.12. Set  0 D L1g1 so that A D A ⊗ A 0 .
We first prove that it suffices to show eAe D .eAe/ O D .eAe/ . But
eAe D e.A ⊗ A 0/e
D e.A ⊗ A⊗ A 0/e
D e.A ⊗ Ae ⊗eAe eA⊗ A 0/e
D eAe ⊗eAe eA 0e:
However, since  0.e/ D e from our work in the previous section, then, by Lemma
3.3, eA 0e D .eAe/ 0jeAe D .eAe/ Lg (since  is inner). Consequently, if we can
show that eAe D .eAe/ O , then we will have
eAe D eAe ⊗eAe eA 0e D .eAe/ O ⊗eAe .eAe/ Lg
D .eAe/ O Lg D .eAe/ :
In addition, if we can show that .eAe/ D .eAe/ O , then
.eAe/ D ..eAe/ / Lg D .eAe/ ⊗ .eAe/A Lg D .eAe/ O ⊗ QA Lg D QA :
As a result, we may assume that  D O 2 Aut. QP /.
We first prove e.A /e D .eAe/ . But, for Qi; Qj 2 QV ,
QeieAe Qej =D 0 () QeiA Qej =D 0
() .Qi; Qj/ 2 ./ \ T QV  QV U
() .−1.Qi/; Qj/ 2 .P / \ T QV  QV U D . QP /
() .Qi; Qj/ 2 Q./
() Qei QA Qej =D 0;
which proves e.A /e D .eAe/ .
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For the isomorphism QA D .eAe/ O , we may assume that A is basic; i.e., A D
eAe D QA. Thus,  2 Aut.P / and ./ D f.i; j/  .−1.i/; j/ 2 .P /g. Define  V
A ! A O via
P
i;j zi;j ei;j 7!
P
i;j zi;j ei; .j/. Since .i; j/ 2 ./ () .−1.i/;
j/ 2 .P / () .i;  .j// 2 .P /,  is well-defined. It is clear that this is a abelian
group isomorphism so we need only check the A-bimodule action. In particular, we
want to check that  .z/ D .z/ and  .z/ D  .z/ O./ for all  2 A and z 2 A .
But for 1 6 u; v 6 t , the .u; v/-entry of  .z/ is  .z/u;v and
 .z/u;v D .z/u;−1.v/ D
X
k
zu;kk;−1.v/ D
X
k0
zu;−1.k0/−1.k0/;−1.v/:
On the other hand, the .u; v/-entry of  .z/ O./ is T .z/ O./Uu;v and
T .z/ O./Uu;v D
X
k
 .z/u;k O./k;v D
X
k
zu;−1.k/−1.k/;−1.v/:
Since these two quantities are equal, we have  .z/ D  .z/ O./.
Similarly, the .u; v/-entry of  .z/ is T .z/Uu;v and
T .z/Uu;v D .z/u;−1.v/ D
X
k
u;kzk;−1.v/D
X
k
u;k .z/k;v D T.z/Uu;v;
where the latter quantity is the .u; v/-entry of .z/. Thus, it follows that  V A !
A O is an isomorphism as A-bimodules. 
The next lemma shows that our construction ofA is an appropriate generalization
of the usual A whenever  is a lifting of  .
Lemma 5.5. If TXU 2 Pic.A/ and if there exists  2 Aut.A/ such thatX D A as A-
bimodules, then there exists  2 Aut.A/ such thatX D A D A jeAe as A-bimodules.
Proof. Suppose X D A for some  2 Aut.A/. Using our Structure Theorem 2.11,
we can find  D g L O 2 .G.P /oAut.K/n/oQ.P /  Aut.A/ such that X D A as
A-bimodules. By our Connection Theorem 3.12, eXe D .eAe/ jeAe as eAe-bimodules
where  jeAe 2 .G. QP /oAut.K/n/oQ. QP /. It follows that eXe D e.A jeAe /e by
Lemma 5.4. Thus, since e.−/e V Pic.A/! Pic. QA/ is monic, we have X D A D
A jeAe as A-bimodules. 
Lemma 5.6. If ;  2 Aut.eAe/; TAU  TA U D TA ⊗ A U D TA U. In fact, if
;  2 Aut. QP /, then A  A D A .
Proof. For the first equality, it suffices to prove that e.A ⊗A A/e D eAe as
eAe-bimodules since e.−/e V Pic.A/! Pic.eAe/ is a group isomorphism. But
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e.A⊗AA/e D eAe ⊗eAe eAe
D .eAe/ ⊗eAe .eAe/
D .eAe/
D eAe:
For the second equality, it suffices to show that the .i; j/-entry of A  A is
non-zero if and only if the .i; j/-entry of A is non-zero. Let x 2 A and y 2 A .
Suppose the .i; j/-entry of xy is non-zero. This means that there exists a k such that
xi;k =D 0 and yk;j =D 0. Let i  Qi 0, j  Qj 0 and k  Qk0. By the definition ofA andA ,
.−1. Qi 0/; k/; .−1. Qk0/; j/ 2 .P /. It follows that .−1. Qi 0/; Qk0/; .−1. Qk0/; Qj/ 2 .P /
and so .−1−1. Qi 0/; Qj/ 2 .P /. We now have .i; j/ 2 ./ and the .i; j/-entry of
A is non-zero.
Conversely, suppose the .i; j/-entry ofA is non-zero. This means that .−1−1
. Qi 0/; Qj 0/ 2 .P / and so .−1. Qi 0/; . Qj 0// 2 .P /. But .−1. Qi 0/; −1. Qi 0// 2 .P /.
Hence, setting ‘ D −1. Qi 0/, the .i; ‘/-entry of A is non-zero while the .‘; j/-entry
of A is non-zero. Consequently, the .i; j/-entry of AA is non-zero. 
Our solution to Problem D from the introduction appears next.
Theorem 5.7 (The structure of elements from Pic.A/). There is a group isomorphism
between Out. QA/ and Pic.A/ via Inn. QA/ 7! TAU.
Proof. We first show that if TXU 2 Pic.A/, then there exists  2 Aut.eAe/ such that
X D A as A-bimodules. Since TeXeU 2 Pic. QA/ D Out. QA/, there exists, by Theorem
2.11,  2 .G. QP /oAut.K/n/oQ. QP /  Aut. QA/ such that eXe D .eAe/ as eAe-
bimodules. Factor  as  D O Lg where g 2 G. QP/, L 2 Aut.K/n and O 2 Q. QP/.
By our Connection Theorem 3.12, there exists g1 2 G.P / such that g1 jeAe D g
and L1 2 Aut.K/n  Aut.A/ such that L1jeAe D L. As in Definition 5.2, set A D
.A / L1g1 . We show thatX
D A as A-bimodules. By Lemma 5.4, e.A/e D .eAe/
D eXe as eAe-bimodules. Since e.−/e V Pic.A/! Pic.eAe/ is a group isomorph-
ism, X D A as A-bimodules.
To complete the proof, define W V Out. QA/! Pic.A/ via Inn. QA/ 7! TAU. To
see that this map is well-defined, suppose  2 Inn. QA/; we show that TAU D TAU.
By Lemma 5.4, and the fact that e.−/e V Pic.A/! Pic. QA/ is a group isomorphism,
it suffices to prove eAe D eAe as eAe-bimodules. But eAe D .eAe/ D eAe as
eAe-bimodules since  is inner.
By the first paragraph, W is a surjective map. To see that it is injective, sup-
pose W.Inn. QA// D W.Inn. QA//. Thus,A D A as A-bimodules and so .eAe/ D
.eAe/ as eAe-bimodules using Lemma 5.4. Consequently, −1 2 Inn. QA/ and so
W is injective.
Finally, W is a homomorphism by Lemma 5.6. 
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6. Strongly group graded rings and incidence rings
We investigate and solve Problem E in this section. For a group G, we say that
a ring R is strongly G-graded with identity component A provided R is G-graded
such that Re D A and RgRh D Rgh for all g; h 2 G. We denote such a ring R by
R D A.G/. A strongly graded ring S is a crossed product provided each component
Sg contains a unit of S.
Lemma 6.1. Let A be any subring of a unital ring R and let e 2 A be an idempotent
such that Ae is a left progenerator. Then R is G-strongly graded with coefficient ring
A if and only if eRe is G-strongly graded with coefficient ring eAe.
Proof. We first observe that the hypothesis on e guarantees that AeA D A; see [2].
.)/: Let R D g2GRg such that RgRh D Rgh and R1 D A. Then eRe Dg2GeRge and eR1e D eAe. Further, eRge  eRhe D eRgAeARhe D eRgARhe D
eRghe so that eRe is G-strongly graded.
.(/: Suppose eRe D g2G.eRe/g such that .eRe/g.eRe/h D .eRe/gh and
.eRe/1 D eAe. Note that AeReA D AeARAeA D ARA D R so R D A.eRe/A DP
g2G Ae.eRe/geA. To see that the sum is direct, setL D Ae.eRe/geA \ .
P
g =Dh Ae
.eRe/heA/. Since e is an idempotent, eLe D eAe.eRe/geAe \ .Pg =Dh eAe.eRe/h
eAe/ D .eRe/g \ .Pg =Dh.eRe/h/ D 0. Consequently, L D ALA D AeALAeA D
AeLeA D 0. Finally,
.Ae.eRe/geA/.Ae.eRe/heA/
D Ae.eRe/g.eAe/.eRe/heA
D Ae.eRe/g.eRe/heA D Ae.eRe/gheA
so that R is strongly graded with coefficient ring A. 
The above result is a special case of graded equivalence; see [10,11] for further
details.
For the remainder of this section, let K be a field, R a ring isomorphic to the
matrix ring Mn.K/ and A be a K-subalgebra of R such that A contains n primitive,
orthogonal idempotents fe1; : : : ; eng.
Lemma 6.2. There is an isomorphism  V R! Mn.K/ such that .A/ is an incid-
ence ring of a finite preordered set P with n elements. In particular, R D A.G/ if
and only if Mn.K/ D I .P;K/.G/.
Proof. Let fe1; : : : ; eng be a complete set of primitive, orthogonal idempotents of A.
Note that each ei is primitive in R because any complete set of primitive, orthogonal
idempotents of R contains exactly n elements.
Observe that eiAej D 0 or K as K-vector spaces because eiAej  eiRej D K .
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We define the preordered set P as follows. Let V .P/ D f1; : : : ; ng and let .i; j/ 2
.P / () eiAej =D 0. Reflexivity is obvious so we show transitivity. Suppose
eiAej =D 0 and ejAek =D 0. Then by the above observation, eiAej D eiRej and
ejAek D ejRek . Since RejR D R, K D eiRek D eiRejRek D eiAej  ejAei  ei
Aek so that transitivity holds.
Finally, we have an isomorphism
 V R D .Hom.Rei; Rej //16i;j6n D .eiRej /16i;j6n D .K/16i;j6n;
and, since eiAej  eiRej ,  restricts to an isomorphism  V A D .eiAej /16i;j6n D
I .P;K/.
The last statement follows immediately. 
As a result of the above lemma, we assume without loss of generality that R D
Mn.K/ and A D I .P;K/. Retaining the notation of the previous sections, let e
denote a basic idempotent of A and QA D eAe D I . QP ;K/ as in Definition 3.1.
We assume that the preordered set P for A has m components.
Lemma 6.3. If  2 Aut.A/; then there exists a unique O 2 Q.P / and v 2 A so
that  .ei/ D v.e.i//v−1. In particular, there is a group epimorphism  V Aut.A/!
Q.P / such that . / D O which induces a group epimorphism  V Out.A/! Q.P /.
Proof. By the Structure Theorem 2.11, we know that Aut.A/ D T.Inn.A/oG.P //
oAut.K/mUoQ.P / and so we may write  D O Lgu where u 2 Inn.A/ (so u 2
A), g 2 G.P /, L 2 Aut.K/m, and O 2 Aut.P /. Now it is easy to see that, for any
w 2 A and any  2 Aut.A/, w D .w/. Set v D O Lg.u/ and so O Lgu D
 O Lg.u/ O Lg D v O Lg. Consequently, since L and g fix ei (from Lemma 3.9 and
Proposition 3.11),
 .ei/D O Lgu.ei/
D v O Lg.ei/
D v O.ei/
D.v /e.i/.v /−1:
Since Aut.A/ is the semi-direct product of T.Inn.A/oG.P //oAut.K/mU and Q.P /,
we have a group homomorphism  V Aut.A/! Q.P / and it follows that . /
D O . 
If A is semi-perfect and e is a basic idempotent, then recall e.−/e V Pic.A/!
Pic. QA D eAe/ and  V Out. QA/! Pic. QA/ (via Inn. QA/ 7!  .eAe/) are group iso-
morphisms. Moreover, if A is basic, thenQ.P/ D Aut.P / and . O−/ V Aut.P / D!Q.P /.
In addition, if T is a strongly G-graded ring with coefficient ring Te, then there is a
group homomorphism
T V G! Pic.Te/ via g 7! TTgU:
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Lemma 6.4. Let A D I .P;K/ and let S be some strongly graded ring with coeffi-
cient ring A. Then
(1) There exists a group homomorphism  V G! Out. QA/ given by the composition
 V G S!Pic.A/ e.−/e! Pic. QA/ 
−1! Out. QA/:
(2) There exists a permutation representation  V G! Aut. QP /  Sm given by  D
; where  is as in Lemma 6.3.
(3) For g 2 G; there exists g 2 QA.G/ such that .g/ D Inn. QA/g; and Sg D A.g/ D
Ag as A-bimodules.
Proof. Since (2) follows from (1), we prove (1) and (3). Set T D eSe which is
strongly graded by Lemma 6.1 and has coefficient ring eAe D QA. Since −1 V Pic. QA/
! Out. QA/ is an isomorphism, each Tg is isomorphic to QA as left QA-modules. Thus,
there exists a unit g 2 T  such that Tg D QAg, and so T is a crossed product graded
by G with QA as the coefficient ring.
Define the group homomorphism  V G! Out. QA/ as the composition
 V G S!Pic.A/ e.−/e! Pic. QA/ 
−1! Out. QA/:
Let g denote conjugation by g and observe g 2 Aut. QA/.
Note that the coset Inn. QA/g is independent of the choice of g. For if we choose
another unit g1 so that Tg D QAg D QAg1, then there exists u 2 QA such that ug D g1.
Consequently, Inn. QA/g D Inn. QA/g1 .
We claim that .g/ D Inn. QA/g. It suffices to show that QAg D QAg (as A-
bimodules) since ..g// D e.Sg/e D Tg D QAg. But the map QAg! QAg via ag 7!
a is an QA-bimodule isomorphism and so .g/ D Inn. QA/g. It follows from Theorem
5.7 that A.g/ D Ag as A-bimodules.
Finally, we show Sg D A.g/ as A-bimodules, where A.g/ D Ag is the incidence
bimodule associated to .g/ as defined in Definition 5.2. Since e.−/e V Pic.A/!
Pic. QA/ is a group isomorphism, it suffices to show that eSge D .eAe/g by Lemma
5.4. However, eSge D Tg D QAg D QAg by the work above. 
If  V G! SX is a permutation representation, we shall denote .g/ by g .
We recall that a permutation representation V G! SX is semi-regular provided
StabG.x/ D fg 2 Gjg.x/ D xg D 1 for all x 2 X;
and  is regular if  is semi-regular and transitive. It is easy to see that a regular
permutation representation of G is equivalent to the regular representation  V G!
SG; see for example [3].
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Theorem 6.5. Assume A is basic. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) R D A.G/.
(2) There exists a permutation representation  V G! Aut.P /  SV such that,
for each i; j 2 V .P/;
9 a unique g 2 G such that .i; g.j// 2 .P /: ./
(3) A D K.m/ and there exists a regular permutation representation  V G!
Aut.P / D Sm.
Proof. .1/) .2/: Suppose R D A.G/. By Lemma 6.4, there exists a permutation
representation  V G! Aut.P /  Sm. Set L D .G/ and we show that L satisfies
./. We make a slight abuse of notation by denoting g.ei/ by g.i/. We first show
the uniqueness part of ./ so let g; h 2 G and suppose .i; g.j//; .i; h.j// 2 .P / for
some i; j 2 P . We will show that the components Rg and Rh are not disjoint. From
the proof of Lemma 6.4, R is a crossed product and so there exists units g; h 2 R
such that Rg D Ag and Rh D Ah. Since g; h 2 Aut.A/, then, by Lemma 6.3, there
exist units ug; uh 2 A such that g.ej / D ug .eg.j// and h.ej / D uh.eh.j//. Since
ei;g.j/ 2 A, we have gej D g.ej /g and so
ei.Ag/ej DeiAg.ej /g
DeiAugeg.j/.ug/−1g
DeiAeg.j/.ug/−1g
DKei;g.j/.ug/−1g:
Now if the ei.Ag/ej D 0, then, since g and ug are units in R, Kei;g.j/ D 0.
This is not possible (since .i; g.j// 2 .P /) so ei.Ag/ej =D 0. On the other hand,
ei.Ag/ej  eiRej D Kei;j and so we conclude that ei.Ag/ej D Kei;j . In partic-
ular, since Rg is an A-bimodule, Kei;j  Rg. Similarly, .i; h.j// 2 .P / implies
Kei;j D ei.Ah/ej  Ah D Rh. As this contradicts the disjointness of Rg and Rh, L
satisfies the uniqueness part of condition ./.
Next we show the existence part of condition ./. Since eiRgej  eiRej D Kei;j
and since Rg is an A-bimodule, either eiRgej D Kei;j or eiRgej D 0. If ei;j =2 Rg
for all g 2 G, then eiRgej D 0 for all g 2 G and so eiRej D 0. Thus, since R D
Mn.K/ D Rg , there exists g 2 G such that ei;j 2 Rg and so Ag D Rg D Kei;j . It
follows that
0 =D eiRgej D eiAgej D eiAeg.j/.ug/−1g
and so eiAeg.j/ =D 0 and hence .i; g.j// 2 .P /. This shows the existence part and
so condition ./ holds.
(2) ) (3): By (2), there exists a representation  V G! Aut.P / such that for
each i; j 2 V .P/, there exists a unique g 2 G such that .i; g.j// 2 .P /. We show
that .P / D f.i; i/ji 2 V .P/g and so A D K.n/. Suppose .k; l/ 2 .P /. Then by
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./, there exists g 2 G such that .l; g.k// 2 .P /. Since g is an automorphism of
P, we have the chain
.k; l/; .l; g.k//; .g.k/; g.l//; .g.l/; g2.k//; .g2.k/; g2.l//; : : : ;
.gi.k/; gi.l//; .gi .l/; giC1.k//; : : :
inside .P /. Since P is finite, there exists a positive integer z such that .g/z D
1. Consequently, .gz−1.l/; k/ 2 .P / and so .l; k/ 2 .P / by the transitivity of P.
Since P is a partially ordered set, k D l and so .P / D f.i; i/ji 2 V .P/g. It follows
that A D K.n/ and Aut.P / D Sn from Lemma 2.10.
To see that  is regular, notice that the existence condition of ./ implies  is
transitive, because for i; j 2 V .P/, there exists g 2 G such that .i; i/ D .i; g.j// 2
.P / and so i D g.j/. Similarly, the uniqueness condition of ./ implies  is semi-
regular, because if i 2 V .P/ and g.i/ D i, then .i; i1/ D .i; i/ D .i; g.i// so
g D 1.
(3) ) (1): Assume (3) holds. We claim that R D g2GA.g/, as a strongly
graded ring, where A.g/ is the bimodule constructed in Definition 5.2. To simplify
notation, we write Ag for A.g/.
First we show that the set fAg  g 2 Gg is linearly disjoint. It suffices to show
eiA
gej \ .Ph =Dg eiAhej / D 0 for all i; j . From the definition of Ag , this is equiva-
lent to showing that .g/ \ .Sh =Dg .h// is empty. But .i; j/ 2 .g/ ()
.g−1.i/; j/ 2 .P / () .i; g.j// 2 .P /. So .i; j/ 2 .g/ \ .Sh =Dg .h// ()
.i; g.j//; .i; h.j// 2 .P / for some h =D g. Since .P / D f.i; i/  i 2 V g, we have
that g.j/ D h.j/ and so h−1g.j/ D j . But this contradicts the semi-regularity of 
and so fAg  g 2 Gg is linearly disjoint. Thus, Pg2G Ag D g2GAg.
Next we show that g2GAg D R. It suffices to show .i; j/ 2 Sg2G .g/ for
every i; j . This is equivalent to showing that .i; g.j// 2 .P / for some g 2 G and
for any i; j . Since  is transitive, this later condition holds and so R Dg2GZ.g/.
Finally, to see that R is strongly graded, we must show that Ag Ah D Agh.
However, this holds by Lemma 5.6. 
We are ready for our solution to Problem E.
Theorem 6.6. Let K be a field, let R be a K-algebra isomorphic to Mn.K/ and
let A be a K-subalgebra containing n primitive, orthogonal idempotents. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) R D A.G/.
(2) A is semisimple with m ring components and there exists a regular permutation
representation  V G! Sm.
(3) QA D Km and there exists a regular permutation representation  V G! Sm
Moreover, in this case, R is a crossed product if and only if .g/ lifts to an auto-
morphism of Aut.P / for each g 2 GI i.e., for each g 2 G; there exists g 2 Aut.A/
such that .g/ D .g/; where  is as in Lemma 6.3.
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Proof. Throughout this proof we assume A D I .P;K/ and QA D eAe D I . QP ;K/.
(2), (3): It is clear that (3) implies (2). Assume (2) holds. Since A D I .P;K/,
we must have that .P / satisfies .i; j/ 2 .P / () .j; i/ 2 .P / and so A is a
direct sum of matrix rings over K (see [8, Proposition 4.1]). Hence, QA D Km where
m is the number of components of P.
(1) ) (2) and (3): By Lemma 6.1, eRe is strongly graded with coefficient ring
QA. But eRe D Mm.K/ for some positive integer m so by Theorem 6.5, QA D Km and
there exists a regular permutation  V G! Sm.
(3)) (1): By Lemma 6.1, it suffices to prove eRe is strongly graded with coef-
ficient ring QA. However, this holds by Theorem 6.5. We note in particular that the
construction used in the proof of Theorem 6.5 shows that R D g2GA.g/ as a
strongly graded ring.
To finish the proof, assume R is a crossed product. ThenRg D A as left A-modules
for each g 2 G, and so, by [9, Theorem 55.12], there exists g 2 Aut.A/ such that
Rg D Ag as A-bimodules for each g 2 G. Since Rg D A.g/ D Ag jeAe by Theorem
5.7, Inn. QA/.g/ D Inn. QA/gjeAe for each g 2 g. Since QA is commutative, .g/ D
 .g/jeAe for each g 2 G. Thus, .g/ D .g/ D .g jeAe/. Hence, g is a lifting of
.g/. 
We close this section by remarking that whenever QA D Km and there exists a reg-
ular permutation representation  V G! Sm, then Mn.K/ D A.G/ via Mn.K/ Dg2GA.g/, where A D miD1Mni .K/ and PmiD1 ni D n.
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